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Nobody, including the broad spectrum of homosexuals in the USA, thought that there was a big
domestic issue with American men wanting to cut off their penises and pee sitting down.
Not until The Law Firm of Covington and Burling got to work.
Covington and Burling were the lobbyists and operatives behind the largest number of closeted
homosexuals being put in charge of State and Federal agencies. DOJ, FBI, HHS, DOE, State and other
top jobs went to executives who never seemed to get married or who had “special friends” of the same
sex.
Bruce Demming and his San Francisco legal band of cabin boys ran parades, marches, fund-raisers, bar
parties and “briefing sessions” with politicians. Big Sis and a horde of sexual deviants got placed in
famous positions by Covington. These events were created by Covington to put homosexuals in charge
of government.
Were they really representing America or were they representing a few homosexual billionaires? That is
the question.
The Paypal Mafia that claims to have started Silicon Valley 2.0 were mostly gay boys. They leveraged
government sponsored monopolies to put federal networking at their disposal to exclusively leverage
the scalability of the internet.
These gay boys used taxpayer created resources to take over the internet monopolies that we now know
as “the internet”.
Taxpayers paid for them to be billionaires. They became billionaires by exploiting taxpayer networks as
a little gay monopoly. They didn’t want to lose that profiteering opportunity so they hired Covington
and Burling to stack the deck in Sacramento and Washington, DC. The homosexual focus by Obama
and Clinton was created because Covington told Obama and Clinton that the gays had all of the cash.
Covington forgot to mention Peter Thiel.

